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the later time when Donleavy is busy 

with the romance of Balthazar and class- 

mate Elizabeth Fitzdare. Again Don- 

leavy puts aside highjinks and settles 

down to sorne sober story-telling. But 

soon he is bored and impatient, so Fitz- 

dare is thrown from a horse, dies and 

is buried. Balthazar and the reader are 

back in the hands of the impulsive stunt 

man. 

Trinity by this time has had its fill of 

Balthazar and Beefy, and vice versa, so 

Donleavy marries them off—Beefy to a 

“rich” girl who turns out, of course, to 

have not a sausage to her name; Bal- 

thazar to a promising but disappointing 

miss with four Christian names, a dou- 

ble-barreled last name, and a frigidity 

which cracks in a chapter that reads 

like a script for the Three Stooges. The 

consummation scene shatters the tale 

completely—-and irreparably. The read- 

er is left holding a book that is neither 

good farce nor good fiction, but the 

burlesque of an extraordinarily clever 

writer. And that is sadder than the sad 

lot of Balthazar B. 

Delbarton School 

‘Morristown, New Jersey. An hour’s 

drive from the George Washington 
Bridge or Holland Tunnel. A country 

day and boarding school for boys 
conducted by Benedictine Monks. 

Six forms, comprising the 7th and 

8th grades and four years of college 
preparatory courses. Small classes. 

Thorough guidance department. Com- 

plete athletic program. Write for 
prospectus to the Headmaster. 

PHILOSOPHY | 

POSITION 

WANTED 

Commonweal editor seeks part- 
time philosophy post; NYC or 
environs; M.A., Ph.L.; phil. of 
religion; metaphysics; phenom- 
enology; soc. ethics. Write: P. 
Nobile, Commonweal. 

The Kennedy Conspiracy 

PARIS FLAMMONDE 

Meredith. Press, $6.95 

SYLVIA MEAGHER 

Paris Flammonde subtitles his book 

“an uncommissioned report on the Jim 

Garrison investigation.” Uncommis- 

sioned it may be; unfavorable, it is not. 

If Garrison had commissioned a report 

on his “investigation,” it might have 

turned out a pinch more rhapsodic than 

The Kennedy Conspiracy; but the only 

essential difference would probably be 

found in the motivation of the writer. The 

uncommissioned book glows with Flam- 

monde’s sincere enthusiasm and faith in 

Garrison and his “case.” Undoubtedly 

his intention was to produce an un- 

weighted presentation; but he failed, 

and produced one that is totally uncriti- 

cal. By accepting “facts” that are not 

facts at all, by equating unsupported or 

insupportable allegations with demon- 

strable truth, and by overlooking at 

times parts of the record which are de- 

structive to his theses, Flammonde has 

built a structure that leans so precari- 

ously toward Garrison and rests on so 

insubstantial a foundation as to doom it 

to collapse. 

Take, for example, Garrison’s absurd 

remark in his Playboy interview of Oc- 

tober 1967 that deLesseps Morrison, 

then mayor of New Orleans, had intro- 

duced Clay Shaw to President Kennedy 

on an airplane flight in 1963. Obviously 

President Kennedy was not to be en- 

countered on commercial aircraft dur- 

ing his presidency; nor would a New Or- 

leans businessman, unacquainted with 

the President, have been a passenger on 

Air Force One. As Edward Jay Epstein 

said in his article on Garrison in The 

New Yorker (July 13, 1968), the state- 

ment is a demonstrable falsehood. 

Flammonde takes issue with Epstein’s 

critique of Garrison, presumably having 

read it; but his predisposition toward 

Garrison is such that he faithfully re- 

peats in his book that “Morrison had 

previously introduced Clay Shaw to 

President Kennedy on an airplane flight 

in 1963,” seemingly unaware that it is a 

demonstrable falsehood and that, as I 
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have een told, Garrison has disclaimed 

it entirely, although the transcript of his 

interview in Playboy is verbatim. 

Mcre serious is the attempt made in 

this uacommissioned report to inculpate 

the l:te David Ferrie in the assassina- 

tion of President Kennedy and to demon- 

strate that the Secret Service (and 

thereiore the federal government) had 

prior knowledge of Ferrie’s involve- 

ment. Basing himself on Harold Weis- 

berg’: published works, Flammonde 

point:: out that the Secret Service asked 

Maria Oswald on November 24, 1963, 

if she knew “a Mr. David Farry.” (Here 

he is not faithful to his acknowledged 

sourc2, which states correctly that the 

quest on referred to “a Mr. Farry.’’) 

Flam nonde argues that the Secret Ser- 
vice «juestion in fact concerned Captain 

Davi Ferrie, and that the question was 

put one day before Ferrie first came to 
the altention of the Secret Service by 

reaso 2 of his arrest in New Orleans. 

Th? anachronism would be curious, 

were it real. Flammonde has over- 
looked one simple fact that removes the 

incident from the realm of the unex- 

plainid and ominous: that a Secret Ser- 
vice -eport of December 13, 1963 on 

file ir. the National Archives states that 

the Secret Service received a call on 

November 24, 1963 from an informant 

who alleged that Ferrie was connected 

with Oswald and was implicated in the 

assasiination (Richard Popkin, New 

York Review of Books, September 14, 

1967). 

Th2z Kennedy Conspiracy unhappily 

abounds in such examples of incomplete 

schol irship, as it also seeks to elevate 

and «lignify mere speculation (“it was 

rumored that he had piloted Oswald . . . 
the district attorney’s office is supposed 
to hae autopsy photographs . . . the as- 

sertion has been made . . . it is more 
than likely that Ferrie could have...” 
etc.) nto an inexorable series of proofs 

incrir uinating this or that so-called con- 

spirator accused by Garrison in progres- 

sive extravagance (which led a cynical 
obser ver to chant, Hey, Hey, Jolly D.A.; 
how many assassins did you catch to- 
day?). All too often, Flammonde tells 
us that “Garrison has evidence’—evi- 

dence which he does not specify, sug-
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gest or vouch for personally. But we 

have heard from the horse’s mouth of 

that so-called evidence—we have even 

heard Garrison announce in February 

1967 that he had “solved the case” of 

assassination—without assuming any ob- 

ligation to take these boasts as proven. 

To do so would be the quintessence of 

folly, given the kind of “evidence” that 

Garrison fas detailed on occasion. 

His claim that he had decoded a 

“cryptogram” of Ruby’s unlisted phone 

number in the Oswald and the Clay 

Shaw address-books (as “PO 19106’) 

disintegrated in the first impact of criti- 

cal scrutiny and has been characterized, 

quite justly, as‘ nothing but a variation 

on the old shell game. 

Nevertheless, Mr. Flammonde has de- 

voted four pages of his book to the epi- 

sode of the so-called code, including a 

step-by-step guide to the conversion of 

“PQ 19106” into “Wh 1-5601.” No- 

where in those four pages is there a 

mention of the contention [by critics of 

the Warren Report who are also critics 

of Garrison] that the entry in Oswald’s 

book was “DD 19106” (the Cyrillic 

“D"), and that the entry was made 

while Oswald was in the Soviet Union. 

years before he could have known Ruby 

and possibly before Ruby had the Wh 

1-5601 phone number. Also omitted are 

the passages from Garrison’s press re- 

lease on the decoding of “PO 19106” in 

which he reiterates that the system was 

rigid and undeviating, although he sub- 

sequently used completely different and 

arbitrary systems to decode the next 

two alleged cryptograms in Oswald's 

notebook—the phone numbers of the 

FBI and the CIA offices in New Orleans. 

Nor is the fact mentioned that the Jat- 

ter two numbers are published in the 

re ee ee ee ee ee, 
REVIEWERS 

KENNETH REXROTH’S most recent book is 

An Autobiographical Novel (Doubleday). 

JOHN DEEDY is Managing Editor of Com- 
monweal, 

SYLVIA MEAGHER is the author of the Sub- 
ject Index to the Warren Report and the 

Hearings and Exhibits (Scarecrow Press) 

and Accessories After the Fact '(Bobbs- 

Merrill}. 

JEREMY J. STONE is the author of Con- 

tainuig the Arms Race (M.1.T. Press). 

New Orleans directory in the first place. 

This is hardly the promised presentation 
of “all the criticism, positive and nega- 

tive” nor is it “unweighted.” 

What is most lamentable about The 

Kennedy Conspiracy, part from its in- 

fatuation with the fatuous, is that like 

the Garrison divertissement itself it dis- 

tracts attention from the genuine prob- 

lem of what really happened in Dallas 

and rechannels energies that should 

properly be focused there into a dizzy- 

ing maze of sordid irrelevancies. 

BIAFRA 
HAS A MILLION 

STARVING CHILDREN 
x * *¥ 

The Wirren Report was a cunning, 

sophisticated, ponderous vehicle for 

falsehood and fraud, whose pseudo- 

legal and pseudo-scientific retensions 

gained it a short-lived credibility. The 

Garrison ‘ investigation” is a crude par- 

ody of th: investigative and legal pro- 

cess—blat intly unprofessional, incoher- 

ent, blundering and blustering. An un- 

mesmerized eye easily recognizes that it 

is an exturnalization of megalomania, 

demagoguery and frail attachment to 

reality. But the fact that the Garrison af- 

IN MEDICINE AND 

NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEME
NTS 

IN JANUARY ON THE SS. FORRA TO 

HELP THEM. THANKS TO OUR FRIENDS. 

wie YOU HEL? usTo CONTINUE 

TO HELP THE BIAFRANS ? 

Dear Father Walter:. 

CATHOLIC MEDICAL MISSION BOARD 
10 West 17 Street « New York, N. Y.1001° » Dept. w-13 

C Enclosed is my Gitt. Please mufiply it 25 tii 1es for the sick and needy. 

(J Please send a tree Jeatiet describing your v ork. 

7 March 1969; i



fair is preposterous chicanery in no way 

invests the Warren Report with validity. 

Rather, the New Orleans “investigation,” 

by its very absurd and cruel nature, only 

underlines the urgent need for a respon- 

sible, competent, and impartial new in- 

quiry into the unsolved Dallas crimes of 

November 22-24, 1963. 

Unless Peace Comes 

EDIT. NIGEL CALDER 

Viking, $5.95; $1.95 paper 

JEREMY J. STONE 

Unless Peace Comes is a readable 

collection of 15 short chapters on dif- 

ferent aspects of the possible applica- 

tions of science to warfare: computers, 

SCHOOL 

AT KIRKRIDGE 
ON APPALACHIAN TRAIL overlooking Poce- 
nos. Opening this fall. Grades 10-11, board- 
ing 20 boys, 16 girls. Intercultural, ven- 
turesome, nondenominational but seriously 
Christian, related jo Kirkridge retreat-and- 
study center founded 1942. 85 miles from 
Manhattan and Philadelphia. Write School 
at Kirkridge (SAKI), Bangor, Pa. 180173. 
Phone 235+581-7898. 

Classified 
@ RATES: 40¢ a word, 12 words minimum, 

Centered lines: $2.40 a line. 
Discounts: 3 times 5%; 7 times, 10%; 13 times, 
15%. Payable with order, 

Study Tour 

@ TRAVEL STUDY TOUR, high school students. 
Six weeks, excellent cuisine, informal, family, 
French atmosphere, Catholic supervision. England- 
France, $840. France alone, $740. ECOLE INTER- 

NATEONALE, & Waterway, Manhasset, N.¥.,11030 

Appeal 

© PRIEST BUELBING HOMES for poor in Com- 
mrunist-dominated Indian state needs financial help, * 
FATHER JOSEPH NEDUMPURAM, P.O. Thodanel, 
via Puliyannur, Kattayan District, Kerala, India. 

Positions Wanted 

@ PROFESSOR IN QUEST of new frontiers, spe- 
cialist Asian religions, seeks post in forward-look- 
ing Theolegy Department. Box 221, Commonweal. 

® BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR, 25 years varied 
industrial experience, desires position with s0- 

cially-concerned or charitable organization in 
eastern U.S. BOX 37, Commonweal. 

Summer Opportunity 

@ Concerned and Frustrated? Consider: SUM- 

MER IN WILLIMANTIC, 1969, Write: 220 Val- 
Jey Street, Willimantic, Conn. . > 

Ariel Films 
16EmmMmFILM PROGRAMMING SERVICE 
Most foreign & American films avaij- 
able, with film notes & publicity ma- 
terial. Write for a free prospectus today, 
tell us your needs, we're here to help. 

Bragin Communications/AF-B CWL 

645 West End Ave/New York 10025 

air warfare, nuclear explosives, chemical 

and biological warfare, robots, “geo- 

physical” warfare, conventional warfare, 

guerrilla war, undersea warfare, etc. 

Parts of it read like science fiction, 

as when Mr, Thring discusses “walking 

bombs” set in motion at one end of a 

continent marching inexorably across it 

to destroy the missile sites or cities of an 

opponent who had better cry uncle be- 

fore they get there. Professor Gordon 

J. F. MacDonald discusses the wrecking 

of the environment: changing the cli- 

mate, opening up holes in the ozone 

layer—above a society that would sub- 

sequently be fatally “sunburnt” by other- 

wise absorbed ultraviolet—melting the 

oceans, or starting earthquakes. 

Other parts of it would have read 

like science fiction to most of us some 

years ago: the fears of LSD dropped in 

the reservoirs; the computers that seek 

to collate information on the location 

of virtually everyone and everything in 

a country like Vietnam. 

And the rest of it would certainly 

have seemed science fiction to those 

watching the Cold War emerge. Unless 

Peace Comes calls to mind Vannevar 

Bush’s 1949 classic extrapolation of the 

potential of science for warfare in Mod- 

ern Arms and Free Men, Scientifically, 

and intellectually also, Bush’s book was 

on a Slightly higher plane. The greatest 

scientist-administrator of his day, Bush 

had enormous grasp not only of possi- 

bilities but of the trends and rates of 

change in the application of science to 

war. His work, the product of a single 

mind, was able to apply consistent stan- 

dards to the prospects of innovation in 

quite different fields. And he was at 

pains as much to counterbalance exag- 

gerated fears and expectations as he was 

to suggest novel possibilities. 
But even his careful analysis that the 

intercontinental guided missile would not 

become a reality has been eroded by 

time: the accuracy of missiles now im- 

proved by a factor of more than two 
over his most optimistic calculations; the 

cost of atomic explosives perhaps small- 

er by a hundred; the feasibility of inter- 

continental missiles themselves now 

proven; and the political readiness to 

spend 10% of an even larger gross na- 
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tiona] product on peacetime defense es- 

tablis 1ed. 

Undoubtedly, future warfare and fu- 

ture reparation for warfare will con- 

tain 1auch that seems science fiction to 

us; ecually clearly not all that is science 

fiction will happen. What one wants is 

some way of. distinguishing—and this is 

very difficult indeed. As Bush noted, 

much depends on a competition be- 

tween weapons; he thought bombers 

wouk be used to do most of what a 

missil: could do, As the biological war- 

fare }eople realize, much depends also 

upon emotional reactions to the kinds 

of damage weapons produce, As Ad- 

miral Rickover learned, in almost singte- 

handedly pushing strategic warfare un- 

der tte oceans, much depends upon the 

resist: nce of vested interests. And as we 

learned in watching Admiral Rickover, 

much depends upon the determined in- 

dividual. 

Mtch depends also upon the temper- 

ature of the Cold War. No serious con- 

sideration will be given to perturbing 

the oz one layer over the Russians of the 
sixties. But if we felt seriously menaced - 

by tctally malevolent and determined 

thugs, it might. And much depends upon 
fashicns, accidents of cost-effectiveness, 

political leadership and interlocking per- 

sonal ties. 

Ths is all to say that there is room 

for arms contro]; this is simply manipu- 

lation of these factors in the interests of 

a safer world. It is not true for example, 

as on: author suggested, that “once the 

assun ption that war is an affair for 

humais has been shaken, the military 

incen ives to develop robot weapons 

will Lecome irresistible.” A very com- 

plicat:d and subtle understanding of 

many details—technical, economic, po- 

litical and sociological—is necessary to 

reach such conclusions. 

We need an unclassified book that 

takes over where Unless Peace Comes - 
leaves off. It ought to examine the con- 
text in which the weapons might, or 

might not, emerge, applying to them all 

a corimon approach. Since today no 

one nian can survey even the technical 

aspecis of weaponry, much would be 

demaiided of the editor. And still more 

of the contributors.


